
NEw ANTERIOR SYNECHIA KNIFE

excoriated surfaces then hecome adherent to each other during
healing and thus the band is formed.
The treatment of the condition is, as may be seen, very simple

and consists simply of cutting across at the upper tarsal attachment
with a pair of scissors. The band then springs back to its original
position and, in the course of a few days, smoothens itself out. A
little yellow ointment into the eye every morning is all that is
required by way of medication.

In conclusion I wish to record my gratitude to Major M. M.
Cruickshank, I.M.S., the Superintendent of the hospital, for kindly
according sanction for a photograph of the case to be taken.
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IN cases where three-quarters or more of the pupil is incarcerated
in a corneal scar and, as a consequence, the anterior chamber to
a corresponding extent is very shallow or practically non-existent,
I have experienced a great deal of difficulty in insinuating the
ordinary instruments recommended for the release operation, like
a Graefe's or Herbert's knife or Ziegler's knife-needle, since the
sharp point either pierces the cornea or gets entangled in the iris.
To obviate this difficulty I use a special knife made for me bv
Messrs. Down Bros., Ltd., of London, the details of which are
clearly shown in the illustration.

_J_

SHARD

An ordinary keratonie incision is made at a spot where the
anterlor chamber is deepest, and of a size slightly larger than the
width of the blade of the instrument, with the usual precautions
for avoiding loss of aqueous. The instrument is then introduced
through the incision until the point is well past the site of adhesion.
By. either depressing the handle, or by a series of sawing move-
ments, the adhesion is severed. Sometimes the iris is only partly
cut through, some of the fibres simplv stretching before the
instrument without giving way. When this occurs, the instrument
is partly withdrawn, pushed past the scar on the opposite side,
and again made to cut the iris as before. Being double-edged
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the instrument is used with equal facility with either hand, and
made to cut in either direction. The point being blunt, as also
the edges down to three millimetres.from the tip, no damage to the
cornea or the iris occurs.

I have operated on more than 15 cases and the instrument has
served my purpose extremely well.

ANNOTATION

Vision in Industry
The National Ophthalmic Treatment Board (Industrial Section)

has recently issued a leaflet (No. 37) in which the attention of
employers is called to the fact that " efficient sight in many
industries is probably the most important single factor con-
tributing to high output, good work, diminished casualties, and
the well-being and contentment of the workers."

Popular prejudice against spectacles and the idea that those
who wear glasses have weak ey,es and are therefore inferior to
those who do not, has up to the present time militated against
the general use of glasses in industry. This leaflet instances
under four headings some of the workers for whom glasses are
not only useful, but in some cases essential. Many occupations
demand fine precision work and abnormally close scrutiny, such
as linking in the hosiery trade, filament sorting in the electric
industry and " drawing-in " in weaving. Some branches of the
"fabric and printing industries demand accurate colour percep-
tion," for which a colour-blind person is obviously ill-suited;
and no one questions the fact that motor drivers must possess
an unrestricted field and good judgment of depth and distance.
Again illumination is of the greatest importance in industrial
concerns.
"To meet the requirements of industry the Board, with the

approval of the British Medical Association, has prepared a scheme
for the expert examination of the eyes of workers. Centres
throughout the country wvith approved medical personnel and also
for the supply of glasses by approved opticians have been arranged,
and a reasonable scale of inclusive charges has been adopted.

" Many employers will no doubt wish to test for themselves
the effect of this service upon their output and work upon a limited
number of 'controls' before adopting it generally, and the Board
will gladly provide the necessary facilities and technical advice."
The advantages of such a scheme are self evident, and we hope
that employers generally throughout the country will avail them-
selves of this offer.
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